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For Victor,
the story at the heart of mine.
And for Jessica,
the first star in my night sky.

I once had a thousand desires,
But in my one desire to know you,
all else melted away.
Jalal al-Din Rumi
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PROLOGUE

I

T WOULD NOT BE A WELCOME DAWN.

Already the sky told this story, with its sad halo of silver beckoning from beyond the horizon.
A young man stood alongside his father on the rooftop terrace of the marble palace. They watched
the pale light of the early morning sun push back the darkness with slow, careful deliberation.
“Where is he?” the young man asked.
His father did not look his way. “He has not left his chamber since he gave the order.”
The young man ran a hand through his wavy hair, exhaling all the while. “There will be riots in the
city streets for this.”
“And you will put them to rout, in short order.” It was a terse response, still made to a somber
stretch of light.
“In short order? Do you not think a mother and father, regardless of birth or rank, will fight to
avenge their child?”
Finally, the father faced his son. His eyes were drawn and sunken, as though a weight tugged at
them from within. “They will fight. They should fight. And you will ensure it amounts to nothing. Yo
will do your duty to your king. Do you understand?”
The young man paused. “I understand.”
“General al-Khoury?”
His father turned toward the soldier standing behind them. “Yes?”
“It is done.”
His father nodded, and the soldier left.
Again, the two men stared up at the sky.
Waiting.
A drop of rain struck the arid surface beneath their feet, disappearing into the tan stone. Another
plinked against the iron railing before it slid its way into nothingness.
Soon, rain was falling around them at a steady pace.
“There is your proof,” the general said, his voice laden with quiet anguish.
The young man did not respond right away.
“He cannot withstand this, Father.”
“He can. He is strong.”
“You have never understood Khalid. It is not about strength. It is about substance. What follows
will destroy all that remains of his, leaving behind a husk—a shadow of what he once was.”

The general winced. “Do you think I wanted this for him? I would drown in my own blood to
prevent this. But we have no choice.”
The young man shook his head and wiped the rain from beneath his chin.
“I refuse to believe that.”
“Jalal—”
“There must be another way.” With that, the young man turned from the railing and vanished dow
the staircase.
Throughout the city, long-dry wells began to fill. Cracked, sunbaked cisterns shimmered with poo
of hope, and the people of Rey awoke to a new joy. They raced into the streets, angling their smiling
faces to the sky.
Not knowing the price.
And, deep within the palace of marble and stone, a boy of eighteen sat alone before a table of
polished ebony . . .
Listening to the rain.
The only light in the room reflected back in his amber eyes.
A light beset by the dark.
He braced his elbows on his knees and made a crown of his hands about his brow. Then he
shuttered his gaze, and the words echoed around him, filling his ears with the promise of a life rooted
in the past.
Of a life atoning for his sins.
One hundred lives for the one you took. One life to one dawn. Should you fail but a single morn, I
shall take from you your dreams. I shall take from you your city.
And I shall take from you these lives, a thousandfold.

MEDITATIONS ON GOSSAMER AND GOLD

T

HEY WERE NOT GENTLE. AND WHY SHOULD THEY BE?

After all, they did not expect her to live past the next morning.
The hands that tugged ivory combs through Shahrzad’s waist-length hair and scrubbed sandalwood
paste on her bronze arms did so with a brutal kind of detachment.
Shahrzad watched one young servant girl dust her bare shoulders with flakes of gold that caught th
light from the setting sun.
A breeze gusted along the gossamer curtains lining the walls of the chamber. The sweet scent of
citrus blossoms wafted through the carved wooden screens leading to the terrace, whispering of a
freedom now beyond reach.
This was my choice. Remember Shiva.
“I don’t wear necklaces,” Shahrzad said when another girl began to fasten a jewel-encrusted
behemoth around her throat.
“It is a gift from the caliph. You must wear it, my lady.”
Shahrzad stared down at the slight girl in amused disbelief. “And if I don’t? Will he kill me?”
“Please, my lady, I—”
Shahrzad sighed. “I suppose now is not the time to make this point.”
“Yes, my lady.”
“My name is Shahrzad.”
“I know, my lady.” The girl glanced away in discomfort before turning to assist with Shahrzad’s
gilded mantle. As the two young women eased the weighty garment onto her glittering shoulders,
Shahrzad studied the finished product in the mirror before her.
Her midnight tresses gleamed like polished obsidian, and her hazel eyes were edged in alternating
strokes of black kohl and liquid gold. At the center of her brow hung a teardrop ruby the size of her
thumb; its mate dangled from a thin chain around her bare waist, grazing the silk sash of her trowsers
The mantle itself was pale damask and threaded with silver and gold in an intricate pattern that grew
ever chaotic as it flared by her feet.
I look like a gilded peacock.
“Do they all look this ridiculous?” Shahrzad asked.
Again, the two young women averted their gazes with unease.
I’m sure Shiva didn’t look this ridiculous . . .
Shahrzad’s expression hardened.

Shiva would have looked beautiful. Beautiful and strong.
Her fingernails dug into her palms; tiny crescents of steely resolve.
At the sound of a quiet knock at the door, three heads turned—their collective breaths bated.
In spite of her newfound mettle, Shahrzad’s heart began to pound.
“May I come in?” The soft voice of her father broke through the silence, pleading and laced in tac
apology.
Shahrzad exhaled slowly . . . carefully.
“Baba, what are you doing here?” Her words were patient, yet wary.
Jahandar al-Khayzuran shuffled into the chamber. His beard and temples were streaked with grey,
and the myriad colors in his hazel eyes shimmered and shifted like the sea in the midst of a storm.
In his hand was a single budding rose, its center leached of color, and the tips of its petals tinged a
beautiful, blushing mauve.
“Where is Irsa?” Shahrzad asked, alarm seeping into her tone.
Her father smiled sadly. “She is at home. I did not allow her to come with me, though she fought
and raged until the last possible moment.”
At least in this he has not ignored my wishes.
“You should be with her. She needs you tonight. Please do this for me, Baba? Do as we discussed?
She reached out and took his free hand, squeezing tightly, beseeching him in her grip to follow the
plans she had laid out in the days before.
“I—I can’t, my child.” Jahandar lowered his head, a sob rising in his chest, his thin shoulders
trembling with grief. “Shahrzad—”
“Be strong. For Irsa. I promise you, everything will be fine.” Shahrzad raised her palm to his
weathered face and brushed away the smattering of tears from his cheek.
“I cannot. The thought that this may be your last sunset—”
“It will not be the last. I will see tomorrow’s sunset. This I swear to you.”
Jahandar nodded, his misery nowhere close to mollified. He held out the rose in his hand. “The las
from my garden; it has not yet bloomed fully, but I wanted to give you one remembrance of home.”
She smiled as she reached for it, the love between them far past mere gratitude, but he stopped her
When she realized the reason, she began to protest.
“No. At least in this, I might do something for you,” he muttered, almost to himself. He stared at
the rose, his brow furrowed and his mouth drawn. One servant girl coughed in her fist while the other
looked to the floor.
Shahrzad waited patiently. Knowingly.
The rose started to unfurl. Its petals twisted open, prodded to life by an invisible hand. As it
expanded, a delicious perfume filled the space between them, sweet and perfect for an instant . . . but
soon, it became overpowering. Cloying. The edges of the flower changed from a brilliant, deep pink t
a shadowy rust in the blink of an eye.
And then the flower began to wither and die.
Dismayed, Jahandar watched its dried petals wilt to the white marble at their feet.
“I—I’m sorry, Shahrzad,” he cried.
“It doesn’t matter. I will never forget how beautiful it was for that moment, Baba.” She wrapped
her arms around his neck and pulled him close. By his ear, in a voice so low only he could hear, she
said, “Go to Tariq, as you promised. Take Irsa and go.”
He nodded, his eyes shimmering once more. “I love you, my child.”
“And I love you. I will keep my promises. All of them.”

Overcome, Jahandar blinked down at his elder daughter in silence.
This time, the knock at the door demanded attention rather than requested it.
Shahrzad’s forehead whipped back in its direction, the bloodred ruby swinging in tandem. She
squared her shoulders and lifted her pointed chin.
Jahandar stood to the side, covering his face with his hands, as his daughter marched forward.
“I’m sorry—so very sorry,” she whispered to him before striding across the threshold to follow th
contingent of guards leading the processional. Jahandar slid to his knees and sobbed as Shahrzad
turned the corner and disappeared.
With her father’s grief resounding through the halls, Shahrzad’s feet refused to carry her but a few
steps down the cavernous corridors of the palace. She halted, her knees shaking beneath the thin silk
of her voluminous sirwal trowsers.
“My lady?” one of the guards prompted in a bored tone.
“He can wait,” Shahrzad gasped.
The guards exchanged glances.
Her own tears threatening to blaze a telltale trail down her cheeks, Shahrzad pressed a hand to her
chest. Unwittingly, her fingertips brushed the edge of the thick gold necklace clasped around her
throat, festooned with gems of outlandish size and untold variety. It felt heavy . . . stifling. Like a
bejeweled fetter. She allowed her fingers to wrap around the offending instrument, thinking for a
moment to rip it from her body.
The rage was comforting. A friendly reminder.
Shiva.
Her dearest friend. Her closest confidante.
She curled her toes within their sandals of braided bullion and threw back her shoulders once more
Without a word, she resumed her march.
Again, the guards looked to one another for an instant.
When they reached the massive double doors leading into the throne room, Shahrzad realized her
heart was racing at twice its normal speed. The doors swung open with a distended groan, and she
focused on her target, ignoring all else around her.
At the very end of the immense space stood Khalid Ibn al-Rashid, the Caliph of Khorasan.
The King of Kings.
The monster from my nightmares.
With every step she took, Shahrzad felt the hate rise in her blood, along with the clarity of purpose
She stared at him, her eyes never wavering. His proud carriage stood out amongst the men in his
retinue, and details began to emerge the closer she drew to his side.
He was tall and trim, with the build of a young man proficient in warfare. His dark hair was straig
and styled in a manner suggesting a desire for order in all things.
As she strode onto the dais, she looked up at him, refusing to balk, even in the face of her king.
His thick eyebrows raised a fraction. They framed eyes so pale a shade of brown they appeared
amber in certain flashes of light, like those of a tiger. His profile was an artist’s study in angles, and
he remained motionless as he returned her watchful scrutiny.
A face that cut; a gaze that pierced.
He reached a hand out to her.
Just as she extended her palm to grasp it, she remembered to bow.
The wrath seethed below the surface, bringing a flush to her cheeks.
When she met his eyes again, he blinked once.

“Wife.” He nodded.
“My king.”
I will live to see tomorrow’s sunset. Make no mistake. I swear I will live to see as many sunsets as
it takes.
And I will kill you.
With my own hands.

ONLY ONE

T

HE FALCON DRIFTED THROUGH THE BLEARING MID-afternoon

sky, its wings held aloft on a passing sigh

of wind and its eyes scanning the underbrush below.
At fleeting signs of movement, the raptor tucked its wings against its body and hurtled toward the
dirt in a blur of blue-grey feathers and flashing talons.
The mass of fur, screeching and scurrying through the underbrush, had no chance of escape. Soon,
the sound of clattering hooves drew near, a swirl of sand curling in its wake.
The two riders paused a respectful distance from the falcon and her kill.
With the sun at his back, the first rider, sitting astride a gleaming, dark bay al-Khamsa stallion,
extended his left arm and whistled, low and soft.
The falcon twisted his way, her yellow-rimmed eyes narrowing. Then she took to the air once mor
and landed with her talons firmly embedded in the leather mankalah cuff bound from the rider’s wris
to his elbow.
“Curse you, Zoraya. I lost another bet,” the second rider groaned to the bird.
The falconer grinned at Rahim, his friend since childhood. “Stop complaining. It’s not her fault
you’re incapable of learning a single lesson.”
“You’re lucky I’m such a fool. Who else would stomach your company for so long, Tariq?”
Tariq laughed under his breath. “In that case, perhaps I should stop lying to your mother about how
smart you’ve become.”
“Of course. Have I ever lied to yours?”
“Ingrate. Get down and collect her kill.”
“I’m not your servant. You do it.”
“Fine. Hold this.” Tariq stretched out his forearm, with Zoraya still waiting patiently on her perch
When the falcon realized she was being passed along to Rahim, she ruffled her feathers and screeched
in protest.
Rahim reared back with alarm. “That godforsaken bird hates me.”
“Because she’s a good judge of character.” Tariq smiled.
“With a temper for the ages,” Rahim grumbled. “Honestly, she’s worse than Shazi.”
“Another girl with excellent taste.”
Rahim rolled his eyes. “A bit self-serving in that assessment, don’t you think? Considering the on
thing they have in common is you.”
“Reducing Shahrzad al-Khayzuran to such a notion might be the reason you’re always on the

receiving end of her temper. I assure you, Zoraya and Shazi have a great deal more in common than
me. Now, stop wasting time and get down from that blasted roan so we can go home.”
Under continued grumblings, Rahim dismounted from his grey Akhal-Teke—her mane shining lik
polished pewter in the desert sun.
Tariq’s eyes skimmed the stretch of sand and dry brushwood along the horizon. Blistering waves o
heat rose from a sea of umber and adobe, rippling into patches of blue and white across the sky.
With Zoraya’s catch now stowed in the leather pouch affixed to his saddle, Rahim swung back ont
his horse, employing the grace of a young nobleman trained in the art since boyhood.
“As to the earlier bet regarding the bird . . .” Rahim trailed off.
Tariq groaned when he saw the determined look on Rahim’s face. “No.”
“Because you know you’ll lose.”
“You’re a better rider than I am.”
“You have a better horse. Your father is an emir. Plus, I already lost one bet today. Give me a
chance to even the field,” Rahim insisted.
“How long are we going to play these games?”
“Until I beat you. At every one of them.”
“Then we’ll be playing forever,” Tariq joked.
“Bastard.” Rahim suppressed a grin as he gripped his reins. “For that, I won’t even try to play fair
He dug his heels into the mare before taking off in the opposite direction.
“Fool.” Tariq laughed as he released Zoraya into the clouds and leaned over the neck of his stallio
At the click of his tongue, the horse shook out its mane and snorted. Tariq pulled on the reins, and the
Arabian reared onto its massive hooves before launching across the sand, its powerful legs kicking up
a vortex of dust and debris.
Tariq’s white rida’ billowed behind him, the hood threatening to blow back in spite of the leather
band holding it in place.
As they rounded the final dune, a walled fortress of tan stone and grey mortar rose from the sands,
its vaulted turrets capped in spirals of copper tinged by the turquoise patina of age.
“The emir’s son approaches!” a sentry cried out as Rahim and Tariq neared the back gates, which
swung open with barely a moment to spare. Servants and laborers scrambled out of their path as
Rahim barreled past the still-screeching iron with Tariq on his heels. A basket of persimmons crashed
to the ground, its contents rolling across the expanse before a grousing old man bent forward,
struggling to collect the wayward orange fruit.
Oblivious to the chaos they had wrought, the two young noblemen reined in their horses near the
center of the sprawling courtyard.
“How does it feel—being bested by a fool?” Rahim taunted, his dark blue eyes bright.
One side of Tariq’s mouth rose with amusement before he swung down from the saddle and
knocked back the hood of his rida’. He ran a hand through his unruly tangle of wavy hair. Grains of
sand fell into his face, and he blinked hard to fend off their attack.
The sound of Rahim’s choked laughter rang out from behind him.
Tariq opened his eyes.
The servant girl standing before Tariq looked away in haste, her cheeks blooming with color. The
tray she held with two silver tumblers of water began to shake.
“Thank you.” Tariq smiled as he reached for one.
Her blush deepened, and the rattling grew worse.
Rahim lumbered closer. He took his own tumbler and nodded to the girl before she twisted around

and ran as fast as her legs could carry her.
Tariq shoved him. Hard. “You oaf.”
“I believe that poor girl is half in love with you. After another wretched display of horsemanship,
you should be extra grateful to the hand of fate that dealt you those looks.”
Tariq ignored him and swiveled to take in the sights of the courtyard. To his right, he noticed the
elderly servant stooping above a gaggle of persimmons scattered across the granite at his feet. Tariq
glided forward and bent on one knee to help the old man place the fruit in a basket.
“Thank you, sahib.” The man bowed his head and touched the fingertips of his right hand to his
forehead in a gesture of respect.
Tariq’s eyes softened, their colors flickering in the shade. Their bright silver centers blended into
rings of darkest ash, with black lashes that fanned against the soft skin of his eyelids. His brow had an
air of severity that faded with the ready appearance of his smile. A day-old beard shadowed the squar
line of his jaw, further accentuating its finely wrought symmetry.
Tariq nodded at the elderly man and returned the customary gesture.
Above them, Zoraya’s cry resounded from the sky, demanding immediate attention. Tariq shook
his head in mock irritation and whistled for her. She swooped down with a wild shriek that cleared
another portion of the courtyard. Again, she landed on Tariq’s outstretched mankalah and preened as
he carried her to her mews to feed her.
“Do you not find the bird a bit . . . spoiled?” Rahim studied the falcon as she guzzled an entire stri
of dried meat without pausing for breath.
“She’s the best hunter in the kingdom.”
“Nevertheless, I’m convinced that accursed bird could get away with murder. Is that your intent?”
Before Tariq could retort, one of his father’s closest advisors appeared in the nearby archway to th
vestibule.
“Sahib? The emir requests your presence.”
Tariq’s eyebrows drew together. “Is something wrong?”
“A messenger arrived from Rey not long ago.”
“Is that all?” Rahim harrumphed. “A letter from Shazi? Hardly worthy of a formal audience.”
Tariq continued studying the advisor, taking in the deep lines marring his forehead and the tight
weave of his interlaced fingers. “What happened?”
The advisor hedged. “Please, sahib. Come with me.”
Rahim followed Tariq and the advisor into the columned marble vestibule and past the open-air
gallery, with its tiled fountain of mosaic glass. Sparkling water fell in a steady stream from the mout
of a lion constructed of gilt bronze.
They entered the main hall to find Nasir al-Ziyad, emir of the fourth-richest stronghold in
Khorasan, sitting with his wife at a low table. Their dinner lay before them, untouched.
It was obvious Tariq’s mother had been crying.
He stopped short at the sight. “Father?”
The emir exhaled and raised his troubled eyes to meet his son.
“Tariq, we received a letter from Rey this afternoon. From Shahrzad.”
“Give it to me.” The request was soft. Sharp.
“It was addressed to me. There is a portion of it that was meant for you, but the—”
Tariq’s mother burst into tears. “How could this happen?”
“What happened?” Tariq demanded, his voice rising. “Give me the letter.”
“It’s too late. There’s nothing you can do,” the emir sighed.

“First Shiva. Then, lost in her grief, my sister took her own—” She shuddered. “And now
Shahrzad? How could this happen? Why?” Tariq’s mother wept.
Tariq froze.
“You know why,” the emir rasped in a low tone. “It’s because of Shiva that she did this. For Shiva
For all of us.”
At that, Tariq’s mother rose from the table and fled, her sobs growing louder with every footstep.
“Oh, God. Shazi. What did you do?” Rahim whispered.
Tariq remained motionless, his expression blank and inscrutable.
The emir stood and moved toward his son. “Son, you—”
“Give me the letter,” Tariq repeated.
With grim resignation, the emir relinquished the scroll.
Shahrzad’s familiar scrawl swam across the page, just as imperious and heavy-handed as usual.
Tariq stopped reading when she began addressing him directly. The apology. The words of regret for
her betrayal. The gratitude for his understanding.
No more. He couldn’t stand it. Not from her.
The edge of the scroll crumpled in his fist.
“There is nothing you can do,” the emir reiterated. “The wedding—it’s today. If she succeeds . . . i
she—”
“Don’t say it, Father. I beg you.”
“It must be said. These truths, no matter how harsh, must be said. We must deal with this, as a
family. Your aunt and uncle never dealt with the loss of Shiva, and look what came of their daughter’
death.”
Tariq’s eyes closed.
“Even if Shahrzad survives, there is nothing we can do. It is finished. We must accept this, howev
difficult it may seem. I know how you feel about her; I fully understand. It will take time. But you wi
realize you can find happiness with someone else—that there are other young women in the world. In
time, you will see,” the emir said.
“There’s no need.”
“Excuse me?”
“I already understand. Fully.”
The emir eyed his son with surprise.
“I understand your points. All of them. Now I need you to understand mine. I know there are other
women in the world. I know it’s possible for me to find a measure of happiness with another girl.
Given time, I suppose anything may happen.”
The emir nodded. “Good. It’s for the best, Tariq.”
Rahim stared, dumbfounded.
Tariq continued, the silver in his eyes flashing. “But understand this: no matter how many perfect
young women you put in my path, there is only one Shahrzad.” At that, he cast the scroll to the floor
and whirled on his heel, slamming his palms into the doors to thrust them aside.
Rahim exchanged a thoughtful look with the emir before following Tariq. They retraced their step
into the courtyard, and Tariq signaled for the horses. Rahim did not speak until both mounts were
brought before them.
“What’s the plan?” he asked gently. “Do you even have one?”
Tariq paused. “You don’t have to come with me.”
“And now who’s the fool? Are you the only one who loves Shazi? Who loved Shiva? I may not be

blood, but they will always be my family.”
Tariq turned to his friend. “Thank you, Rahim-jan.”
The taller, lankier boy smiled down at Tariq. “Don’t thank me yet. We still need a plan. Tell me,
what are you going to do?” Rahim hesitated. “Is there anything you can do?”
Tariq’s jaw tightened. “As long as the ruler of Khorasan draws breath, there is always something I
can do . . .” His left hand dropped to the hilt of the elegantly curved sword at his hip.
“What I do best.”

THE VEIL BETWEEN

S

HAHRZAD SAT ALONE IN HER CHAMBER, IN THE CENTER of

a platformed cushion piled high with pillows
covered in vibrant fabrics. Surrounding the bed was a thin veil of spider-silk, blowing with eerie
leisure at the slightest disturbance. Her knees were drawn to her chest; her fingers were laced across
her ankles.
And her hazel eyes were trained on the doors.
She had stayed in this position for the better part of the night. Each time she tried to venture from
the spot, her nerves threatened to overcome her.
Where is he?
She exhaled loudly and clasped her hands even tighter above her feet.
Soon, the panic she had been fighting for the last hour began to bear down on her like a hammer o
an ironsmith’s anvil.
What if he doesn’t come to see me tonight?
“Oh, God,” she murmured, breaking through the stillness.
Then I lied to everyone. I broke every last promise.
Shahrzad shook her head. Her heartbeat rose in her ears as each breath became more labored.
I don’t want to die.
These macabre thoughts rubbed at the edges of her composure, pushing her down into the
fathomless realms of terror—a terror she’d managed to keep at bay, thus far.
How will Baba survive if I’m killed? And Irsa?
Tariq.
“Stop it!” Her words echoed into the yawning darkness. Foolish, but she needed something—
anything—to fill the torturous silence with sound, if but for an instant.
She pressed her hands to her temples and willed the terror back . . .
Back inside the steel-encased enclosure of her heart.
And then the doors swung open with a low creak.
Shahrzad dropped her palms to the soft cushion at her sides.
A servant stepped through, clutching tapers of aloewood and ambergris, which gave off a faint
perfume and a delicate light; after a beat, a girl bearing a tray of food and wine followed. The servant
placed their wares throughout the room and left without a glance in Shahrzad’s direction.
A moment later, the Caliph of Khorasan appeared at the threshold.
He waited, as if considering something, before entering the chamber and pushing the doors shut.

In the pale glow emitting from the candles, his tiger-eyes seemed even more calculating and
remote. The lines of his face fell into shadow as he turned from the light, sharpening the bladed
hollows of his features.
An immovable countenance. Cold and forbidding.
Shahrzad threaded her fingers beneath her knees.
“I’m told your father served under mine as one of his viziers.” His voice was low and unassuming
Almost . . . kind.
“Yes, sayyidi. He was an advisor to your father.”
“And he works as a custodian now.”
“Yes, sayyidi. Of ancient texts.”
He faced her. “Quite a change in position.”
Shahrzad bit back irritation. “Perhaps. He wasn’t a very high-ranking vizier.”
“I see.”
You see nothing.
She returned his gaze, hoping the mosaic of color in her eyes hid the thoughts running rampant
behind them.
“Why did you volunteer, Shahrzad al-Khayzuran?”
She did not answer.
He continued. “What compelled you to do something so foolish?”
“Excuse me?”
“Perhaps it was the lure of marrying a king. Or the vain hope you might be the one to stay the
course and win the heart of a monster.” He spoke without emotion, watching her intently.
Shahrzad’s pulse jumped to a martial beat. “I don’t suffer those delusions, sayyidi.”
“Then why did you volunteer? Why are you willing to throw away your life at seventeen?”
“I’m sixteen.” She cut her eyes. “And I don’t see why it matters.”
“Answer me.”
“No.”
He paused. “You realize you could die for that.”
The grip of her fingers tightened almost painfully. “I’m not surprised to hear that, sayyidi. But, if
you truly want answers, killing me won’t help in the endeavor.”
A spark of something flashed across his face, lingering at the edges of his lips. It was gone too
quickly to offer anything of significance.
“I suppose not.” He stopped, again in seeming consideration. She could see him withdrawing, a ve
falling over the harsh angles of his profile.
No.
Shahrzad rose from the bed and took a step toward him.
When he glanced back at her, she moved closer.
“I told you. Do not think you will be the one to break the cycle.”
Shahrzad gritted her teeth. “And I told you. I don’t suffer delusions. On any account.”
She continued advancing until she stood but an arm’s length from him, her resolve unwavering.
He locked upon her face. “Your life is already forfeit. I do not expect . . . more than that.”
In response, Shahrzad reached up and began to unfasten the bejeweled necklace still hanging abou
her throat.
“No.” He caught her hand. “Leave it.”
He hesitated before shifting his fingers to the nape of her neck.

At this disturbingly familiar touch, Shahrzad fought the urge to pull back in disgust and strike out
at him with all the pain and rage she possessed.
Don’t be foolish. There will only be one chance. Don’t waste it.
This boy-king, this murderer . . . she would not permit him to destroy another family. To rob
another girl of her best friend—of a lifetime filled with memories that had been and never would be.
She raised her chin and swallowed the rising bile, the bitter taste remaining on her tongue.
“Why are you here?” he whispered, his tiger-eyes ever searching.
A corner of her mouth rose in sardonic reply.
She brought her palm to his hand.
Carefully.
Then she lifted the heavy mantle from her shoulders and let it slide to the floor.
•••

Irsa sat astride her dappled mare in the alley closest to the structure housing Rey’s most ancient and
obscure texts. The city’s library was once a grand edifice, columned and swathed in judiciously hewn
stones quarried from the finest pits in Tirazis. Over the years, its façade had darkened, and deep crack
marred its surface, the worst filled with slipshod efforts at repair. Every visible edge was worn, and
the glorious lustre of yesteryear had faded to a mottling of greys and browns.
When the team of horses behind her stirred in the dense silence before dawn, Irsa glanced over her
shoulder apologetically. She opened her mouth to reassure the young driver, but the brittleness in her
voice forced her to clear her throat before speaking.
“I’m sorry,” she whispered to the boy, after a discreet cough. “I don’t know what’s taking so long.
I’m sure he’ll be back shortly.” Her mare’s left ear twitched as Irsa shifted around in her seat.
“No concern of mine, miss. As long as I’m paid in full. But if your father wishes to clear the gates
of the city before dawn, we should leave soon.”
She nodded, another knot forming in her stomach at the boy’s words.
Soon, she would be leaving the city of her childhood—the city she had lived in for fourteen years.
So, under the haven of night, with barely a moment’s notice, she had thrown everything of value into
the covered cart behind her, knowing her life would never be the same.
Odd that none of this mattered to her. At least, not yet.
The only thing she could think about—the reason for her scratched throat and knotted stomach—
was Shahrzad.
Her stubborn tyrant of an older sister.
Her brave and loyal friend.
Again, hot tears welled in her eyes, even after she’d sworn not to shed a single drop more.
Frustrated, she swiped at her already raw cheeks with the back of her hand.
“Is something wrong, miss?” the driver asked, his tone approaching sympathetic.
Of course something was wrong. But if they were to remain safe from prying eyes, he could never
learn what it was. Shahrzad had been specific on this point. “No. Nothing’s wrong. Thank you for
asking.”
The boy nodded before resuming his posture of disinterest.
Irsa thought instead of the journey before them. It would take three days of hard traveling before
they reached Taleqan, the stronghold of Tariq’s family. She shook her head in bemusement; after all
that had transpired, only Shahrzad would have the audacity to send them to the home of her childhood
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